HORGOŠ:
- Entry to Serbia: waiting time 3-4 hours, 30 trucks in the waiting line.
- Exit from Serbia: waiting time 1 hour, 10 trucks in the waiting line.

KELEBIA
- Entry to Serbia: waiting time 1-2 hours, 10 trucks in the waiting line.
- Exit from Serbia: waiting time 30 minutes, 4 trucks in the waiting line.

TOVARNIK-ŠID
- Entry to Serbia: waiting time 1-2 hours, 20 trucks in the waiting line.
- Exit from Serbia: no delays.

BATROVCI
- Entry to Serbia: waiting time 2-3 hours, 25 trucks in the waiting line.
- Exit from Serbia: waiting time 1 hour, 10 trucks in the waiting line.

PREŠEVO BORDER CROSSING
- Entry to Serbia: no delays.
- Exit from Serbia: waiting time 1 hour, 10 trucks in the waiting line.

GRADINA
- Entry to Serbia: waiting time 10 minutes, 1 truck waiting.
- Exit from Serbia: waiting time 1-2 hours, 10 trucks in the waiting line.

VATIN
- Entry to Serbia: waiting time 30 minutes, 3 trucks in the waiting line.
- Exit from Serbia: waiting time 50 minutes, 6 trucks in the waiting line.
**BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA**

**Gradiška (BIH-HR):**
- Waiting time on BiH exit is 1 hour.
- A lot of vehicles on BiH entry, waiting time 1 hour.
- No jams at the customs terminal Gardiška.

**Rača (BIH-SRB):**
- 3 vehicles on BIH entry.
- No vehicles on BIH exit.
- 7 vehicles at the terminal that are waiting for veterinary or phytosanitary checks.

The Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina has decided to open the borders of BiH with Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro. The decision encompasses only these 3 countries, whereas other foreigners may enter BiH only for business purposes (an invitation from a legal entity and with a negative SARS-KOV-2 test result that is 48-hours old).

As of July 16, citizens of the European Union and Schengen countries will be able to enter BiH with a negative PCR test for coronavirus, which cannot be older than 48 hours.

**CROATIA**

- **Bregana** border crossing: no delays on entry and exit.
- **Macelj** border crossing: waiting time on entry 3 hours and no delays on exit.
- **Bajakovo** border crossing: waiting time on entry 3 hours and no delays on exit.
- **Pasjak** border crossing: waiting time on exit 30 minutes and no delays on entry.

Due to strong wind, there is a traffic ban on double-decker buses, vehicles with travel trailers and motorcycles on the DC8 Adriatic road between Senj and Karlobag. There is an additional ban on delivery vehicles and vehicles with covered cargo area between Karlobag and Sveta Marija Magdalena.

Traffic is open to all vehicles on A1 motorway Zagreb-Split-Ploče (from the Sveti Rok tunnel to Božići viaduct, with 40km/h speed limit); state road DCS4 Maslenica-Zaton Obrovački; Pag bridge and Krk bridge.

On A3 Bregana-Lipovac motorway till 10 August, at Babina Greda junction traffic is closed in the exit lane (direction Bregana-Babina Greda), as well as in entrance lane (direction Babina Greda-Lipovac). Detour: Velika Kopaonica and Županja junctions.
On the highway in Istria at Rogovići junction, traffic is suspended at the exit from direction Rijeka.

At Cerovlje junction traffic is suspended at the exit from direction Pazina/at the entrance, direction Rijeka. Dvor and Vitaljina border crossings are open to passenger traffic only. At Gunja border crossing, there is a traffic ban on freight vehicles and buses (the bridge is not stable).

On the following link you can find traffic updates on Croatian roads and border crossings: [https://www.hak.hr/info/stanje-na-cestama/#granicni-prijelazi](https://www.hak.hr/info/stanje-na-cestama/#granicni-prijelazi)

**SLOVENIA**

**SLO-CRO border crossing:**
- Obrežje: no delays on entry and exit
- Gruškovje: no delays on entry and exit
- Starod-Kozina: waiting time on entry is 30 minutes and there are no delays on exit

**ITA-SLO border crossing:**
- As of April 19, arranging freight vehicle convoys is no longer required to enter CRO at Obrežje border crossing nor travelling in convoys through CRO. Subsequently, the Slovenian police has stopped arranging convoys at checkpoints with Italy (Fernetti and Italy).

**SLO-HUN border crossing:**
- An agreement has been reached regarding the passengers crossing SLO-HUN borders. It is the second country after Croatia, where SLO borders are fully open.

**SLO-AUT border crossing:**
- As of June 5, restrictions are lifted on passenger flow Austria-Slovenia.

**Passenger traffic:**
As of July 17, Slovenia has red-labelled Montenegro for passenger traffic, meaning that all passengers coming to Slovenia are sent to a 14-day long quarantine.
As of July 17, Great Britain is green-labelled and there are no restrictions to that passenger flow.

Congestion at the Karavanke tunnel, direction SLO. 1.5 km long waiting line on the east Ljubljana detour, due to the Golovec tunnel reconstruction at Malencam. 1 km long waiting line on the road Mengeš-Trzin and Valeta Jagode.
The regional road Podpeč-Ig will be closed due to roadworks till November 18. The detour is handled. On the Adriatic highway, Lipovci entrance and exit closed, direction Lendava-Maribor. Between Murska Sobota and Lipovci, one half of the motorway is be closed. On the other half there is two-way traffic flow.
Congestion on the east Ljubljana detour, due to the Golovec tunnel reconstruction, traffic is suspended for all vehicles above 3.5 t in both directions.
Due to the rise in COVID 19 cases and seeing how all of them are imported cases, SLO has, as of June 19, reintroduced a mandatory 14-day quarantine for all arrivals, regardless of residence status in SLO or nationality. This does not entail hauliers in the international transport, who have on them a driving Permit for international transport.

On the following link you can find traffic updates on Slovenian roads and border crossings: https://www.promet.si/portal/sl/razmere.aspx

On the following link you can find a map with all the “green lanes “ in Europe. https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/green-lanes.pdf

When crossing the border, all drivers need to have on them a Permit for working in the international transport – this document is used as a proof and no quarantine is needed in that case.

New instructions for international transport drivers that are returning from Serbia or BiH to SLO over weekend by a car. Besides usual documentation, it is now necessary to have a statement containing data on the company, driver, day and hour of departure, plate number and direction where the next tour out of SLO is headed. It is important that from the moment of entry in SLO till the moment of exiting SLO there is no more than 6 hours

ALBANIA

- H. Hotit (MNE): waiting time on entry 4 hours (32 vehicles), waiting time on exit is 1 hour (7 vehicles).
- Durres (ITA): no vehicles on entry, 67 vehicles waiting on exit, the ferryboat leaves at 5pm today.
- Morine (XXK): waiting time on entry 1 hour (11 vehicles), waiting time on exit 1 hour (3 vehicles).
- Q.Thane (MKD): waiting time on entry 2 hours (12 vehicles), waiting time on exit 1 hour (5 vehicles).
- Kapshtice (GR): waiting time on entry 1 hour (5 vehicles), no vehicles on exit.
- Kakavia (GR): waiting time on entry 1 hour (7 vehicles), no vehicles on exit.

As of June 5, 2020 all restrictions on passenger traffic and movement are lifted in Albania. Permits are no longer required and movement is not restricted to residents only. The tests are no longer required and neither is quarantine.
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MONTENEGRO

Dobrakovo (MNE) – Gostun (SRB) border crossing:
• 17 vehicles waiting on entry, waiting time 2.5 hours. 1 truck waiting on exit, waiting time 15 minutes.
• TCG is dispatched regularly, upon arrival at the border crossing, the trucks are dispatched immediately.
• There is no quarantine, Bosnian and foreign drivers are given written instructions to regularly contact epidemiologists.

Ilino brdo – Klobuk border crossing from Bosnia:
• 3 trucks waiting on entry, waiting time 30 minutes. There are no delays on exit.
• During the 08.00-12.00 working hours, waiting time is 30 minutes. Customs procedures are performed as HGVs arrive at border crossing.
• No quarantine

Debeli Brijeg (MNE) – Karasović (HR) border crossing:
• 7 trucks waiting on entry, waiting time 1 hour. No delays on exit.
• There is no separate line for vehicles in transit and they are in the waiting line with the rest of the trucks. However, transit vehicles are given written instructions on deadline to exit Montenegro.
• No quarantine.

Božaj (MNE) – Hani i Hotit (AL) Border crossing:
• 4 trucks waiting on entry, waiting time 45 minutes. 1 truck on exit, waiting time 15 minutes.
• There is no separate line for vehicles in transit and they are in the waiting line with the rest of the trucks. However, transit vehicles are given written instructions on deadline to exit Montenegro.
• No quarantine.

On the following link you can find additional traffic updates: https://amscg.org

All border crossings for entry into Montenegro are open except for the passenger crossings:
Vraćenovići (Montenegro) – Deleuša (Bosnia and Herzegovina) on the road Nikšić – Bileća, which was closed on 27 February due to the construction of border infrastructure; and Vuča (Montenegro) – Godovo (Republic of Serbia) on the road Rožaje – Tutin, which was closed on June 20 to suppress the transmission of coronavirus from the Republic of Serbia

Passengers are not allowed to enter Montenegro from Bosnia and Herzegovina through the border crossings Šćepan Polje (Montenegro) – Hum (Bosnia and Herzegovina), on the road Plužine – Foča and Meteljka (Montenegro) – Metaljka (Bosnia and Herzegovina) on the road Pljevlja – Čajniče
• **Senkovka/Novi Yurkovich:** no delays on entry and exit.
• **Grejac / Pogar:** no delays on entry and exit.
• **Bacevsk / Trobortnoe:** no delays on entry and exit.
• **Terehovo:** no delays on entry and exit, 172 trucks have crossed the border in the last 24 hours.
• **Silene:** no delays on entry and exit, 91 trucks have crossed the border in the last 24 hours.
• **Grebnevo:** no delays on entry and exit, 39 trucks have crossed the border in the last 24 hours.
• **Domanovo – Makrany:** 6 vehicles waiting on entry and exit.

Quarantine measures do not apply to international transport drivers.

Regarding passenger traffic:
• **Terehovo border crossing:** 37 passenger vehicles have crossed the border in the last 24 hours.
• **Silene border crossing:** 14 passenger vehicles have crossed the border in the last 24 hours.
• **Grebnevo border crossing:** 5 passenger vehicles have crossed the border in the last 24 hours.